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CV WG VIRTUAL MEETING 2012.01.19 – Meeting minutes

Venue
Virtual Meeting on
Arkadin

Meeting date 19/01/2012

Author MDK Meeting time 14:00 – 17:00

Reviewed by PA, SG Issue date 24/01/2012

Status Version 0.03

Attendees Abbreviation Organisation

Stijn Goedertier SG PwC Belgium

Michiel De Keyzer MDK PwC Belgium

Greg Potterton GP NL – Eurojust

Anne Gro Hustoft AGu
NO – Agency for Public
Management and eGovernment

Gofran Shukair GS
IE – Digital Enterprise Research
Institute

Phil Archer PA SEMIC team

Andras Micsik AM HU – MTA SZTAKI

Peter Winstanley PW
UK – ISIS:KIRM – The Scottish
Government

Dan Smith DS UK - LinkedGov

Vasilios Peristeras VP EU – DG DIGIT

Philippe Vlérick PV EU – DG Justice

Thomas Verdin TV BE - XBRL

Michaela Elisa Jackson MJ
IT – CSI Piemonte – Governo e
Gestione

Piotr Madziar PM EU – DG Markt

Ignacio Boixo IB ES – External Expert

Aine Mitchell AMi
IE – Enterprise Registry Solutions
/ EBR
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Attendees Abbreviation Organisation

Chris Taggart CT UK – Open Corporates

Andreas Weller AW LU – EBA

Neven Vrček NV HR – University of Zagreb 

Michael Lutz ML EU – INSPIRE

Paul Smits PS EU – INSPIRE

Andrea Perego AP EU – INSPIRE

Stuart Williams SW UK – Epimorphics

Rob Walker RW UK – Independent Consultant

AGENDA:

Core Person

Agenda

Item

Owner Subject

1 GP Roll call/welcome any new members + Adoption of minutes of previous

meeting

2 PA Overview of latest draft of the spec (see also the combined concept

model)

3 GP Issue 104 concerns recording the names of a person's parents

4 PA Issue 194 Date format (again)

5 GP Other issues?

6 PA/SG What happens next - the review process and spec completion

Core Business

Agenda

Item

Owner Subject

1 PM Roll call/welcome any new members + Adoption of minutes of previous

meeting

2 PA Overview of the latest draft of the spec (see also the combined conceptual

model)

3 PM Issue 127 which links to FINANCIAL INSTITUTION REGISTER (European

Banking Authority) Proposal: include a "hasLicenceFor" property which can
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be used to state that a given business has a licence to operate as a bank, to

mine, export weapons etc. Proposal: include new field of "holds licence for"

that links to a concept of a licence that has fields for issuing authority and

licensed activity

4 PM Issue 123 (alternative name). Lots of good discussion around this.

Proposal: maintain field for alternative name but emphasise that, from a

Core Vocabulary point of view, all fields are optional. In some countries,

alternative names are not recognised and their provision may be seen as

bad practice.

5 PM Company Status. Proposal: accept that we cannot prescribe or point to a

controlled vocabulary but recommend that the word 'active' is used as best

term for a solvent and trading company (see draft spec section 4.3.4)

6 PM Company activity. Proposal: recommend use of a controlled vocabulary

(such as NACE, SIC etc.) but don't insist on one single one (see draft spec,

section 4.3.5)

7 PM/PA Expectations for the next 2 weeks, the review process etc.

Core Location

Agenda

Item

Owner Subject

1 ML/AP Roll call/welcome any new members + Adoption of minutes of previous

meeting

2 PA Overview of draft spec (see also combined conceptual model)

3 ML/AP Issue 195 Explicit support for GML?

4 ML/AP Issue 196 Discrete 'locator' property for address?

5 ML/AP Other issues

6 PA Expectations for the next 2 weeks, the review process etc.
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Core Person

1. Core Person – Roll call and adoption of minutes

Discussion

 GP welcomes everyone to the conference call.

 Minutes of the previous meeting are adopted

Decisions

 Minutes of the previous meeting are adopted.

Documentation

 Meeting minutes

2. Core Person - Overview of latest draft of the spec (see also the combined
concept model)

Discussion

 Review and approval of the group is necessary

 The latest version of the documents will be published on the Wiki

Documentation

 Combined conceptual model

3. Core Person – Issue 104: recording the names of a person’s parents

Discussion

 VP argues that parent’s names should not be included, as this not common in
every person model.

 SG states that we are discussing a domain model for a Person and not model for
a record in a person register. We should therefore not include parent.

 PV argues that parent’s names should not be included, as this not common in
every person model.

 GP asks the WG to vote whether a person’s parents should be included in the.
The vote is in favour of not including it.

Decisions

 A person’s parent will not be included in the Person’s Core Vocabulary.
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Action Items Responsible Deadline

Close issue 104 PA 26/01

4. Core Person – Issue 194: Date format

Discussion

 PA explains the issue: can we use the fixed date format yyyy/mm/dd and then
type is as xsd: date.

 PA states that if you can put it in the XSD format you should put the date in that
format but there are situations where the date is incomplete. If that is the cause
the date should be in the W3C Date Time Format (W3CDTF).

 PA asks if these guidelines can be adopted, in the form of a poll.

Decisions

 According the poll the guidelines to formulate a date are adopted:
If the date is complete, the XSD-standard should be used. If the date is
incomplete the W3CDTF standard should be used.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Explain the issue in the usage guidelines of the Core
Person specification

PA 20/01

Close Issue 194 PA 26/01

Documentation

 http://purl.org/dc/terms/W3CDTF

 http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-gld-wg/2012Jan/0041.html

5. Other issues

Discussion

 SG asks if a person’s role needs to be included in the model and if this is in
scope of the Core Person Vocabulary. The question to include a person’s role
stems from interaction with representatives of e-CODEX and ePSOS (patient
and medical doctor as a person’s role). GP asks for the opinion of the
participants:

o VP says that this is a standalone specification and it’s the right way to
include role in the model

o AM says that there are two ways to implement a person’s role in the
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model: The first way is providing a relation to a context object and the
second solution is to model an abstract role concept

o VP says that the role attribute or relationship is a means to further
extend the core person.

o GP asks the WG to vote whether a person’s role should be included in
the model or not.

o A person’s role will not be included at this time. It will be documented
that it should be considered at a later time.

 MH asks if it is not a mistake to store the complete name in one string because
for example a lot of family names start with the same prefix.

o PA says there has been a lot of thought about this problem. It is
impossible to come up with a globally useful granularity because of the
many cultural differences between countries.

o MH agrees with the problem of granularity and asks if it isn’t useful to
have the option.

o MH says that for the moment we need the keep it at the current level of
granularity and nothing needs to change.

Decisions

 A person’s role will not be included in the model at this time. This will be
documented that it should be considered at a later time.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Document the issue that the inclusion of a person’s
role should be considered at a later time.

SG 02/02

6. Core Person – What happens next – the review process and spec completion

Discussion

 PA: The newest version of the specification is on the wiki. There are still some
gaps in it but all the points discussed are there. The document is available for
everyone to make comments on. The RDF and XML schema will be added.
Turning it into a machine useable schema, existing vocabularies will be used.
We will only define our own terms if strictly necessary.

 PA: Within 2-3 weeks the specification will be published on joinup for public
review, sent to the mailing list and there will be a press release.

 PA will publish a new version whereon the future work can be based.

 SG says that everybody has to sign the Collaborative Licence Agreement. Quite
a lot of people that contributed on the document still have not yet done this. In
the participants list you can see who has signed and has not.

Decisions

 There will not be a call next week about Core Person.
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Action Items Responsible Deadline

Publish a new version of the specification document PA 20/01

Sign the Collaborative Licence Agreement Everyone 02/02

Documentation

 Core Person Vocabulary –specification document

 Participants list

 Collaborative License Agreement

Core Business

1. Core Business – Roll call and adoption of minutes

Discussion

 PM welcomes everyone to the call and asks if anyone objects to adopting the meeting
minutes.

 PM says that the title is wrong in the next meeting minutes. This will be corrected and a
new version of the meeting minutes will be put on the wiki.

Decisions

 The minutes of the previous meeting are adopted.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Correct the title of the section about Core Business in
the meeting minutes of 2011/01/12

MDK 20/01

Documentation

 Meeting minutes

2. Core Business – Overview of the latest draft of the spec (see also combined
conceptual model)

Discussion

 PA says that everything of the combined conceptual model is described in detail in the

specification document.

 PM asks if there are any comments about the way we work on the document and the

content.

 PM says there was one question from IB: should the natural language in which a trading

name is expressed be included in the model?

o PM asks if this issue should be reopened.
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o PM says that this should not be discussed.

Decisions

 The issue about whether or not including language in the model will not be
reopened and discussed

Documentation

 Core Business specification document

3. Core Business – Issue 127: Financial Institution Register (European Banking
Authority)

Discussion

 PM explains issue 127 and makes a proposition (the proposition is also in the agenda):
o Include a "hasLicenceFor" property which can be used to state that a given

business has a licence to operate as a bank, to mine, export weapons etc.
o include new field of "holds licence for" that links to a concept of a licence that

has fields for issuing authority and licensed activity
 IB says that holds license for is similar to the activity.
 CT says that banking needs to identify legal identities.
 IB says that a legal entity needs a formal identifier provided by an authority that grants

these licenses.
 PA says that we cannot define everything at the moment that we need to know about

license. PA suggests that license will be subject of later working groups.
 PA suggest that for now we can define a relationship with a generic class “Licence” and

leave it for that now.
 PA proposes to include a new class of “Licence” that is blank but linked from Legal

Entity by “holdsLicence”
 PM asks if everyone agrees on this in form of a poll.
 The proposal of PA is accepted.

Decisions

 A new class of “Licence” that is blank but linked from Legal Entity by “holdsLicence”,
has to be included.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Include a new class “Licence” and link it to Legal
Entity by “holdsLicence”

PA 24/01

4. Core Business – Issue 123: Alternative Name

Discussion
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 PM explains issue 123 and makes a proposition (the proposition is also in the agenda):
o Maintain field for alternative name but emphasise that, from a Core Vocabulary

point of view, all fields are optional. In some countries, alternative names are

not recognised and their provision may be seen as bad practice.

 PM asks if everyone agrees on keeping this property as an optional field.

Decisions

 The property Alternative Name will be kept as an optional field.

5. Core Business – Company Status

Discussion

 PM explains Issue 149 and makes a proposition (the proposition is also in the agenda):
o There is no controlled vocabulary. We better keep this as a text field with one

defined value “Active”. Jurisdictions can then define and use other values
specific to their needs.

o PM asks if there are comments on this proposition
 CT says that the value “Inactive” implies that it is not doing anything, not that it cannot

do anything.
o TV says that xEBR uses “Dormant” and not “inactive
o PA answers that the only value that we define is “Active”

 PA says that xEBR is likely to become the norm.
o TV says that it will not become a norm as a technical norm but it will be used to

interconnect business registers
o PA says that has to be highlighted in the specification that this is coming
o TV will confirm that the document is open for use and where in the specification

it must be added that this has to be followed up
 IB proposes to use the word “normal” instead of “active”

o PA recommends the use of the number 1 instead of using the words “normal” or
“active”

o TV says that they keep the number and the text
o PA suggests the term “normal activity”
o PM says we will go for one definition and one value (number 1)
o DS comments that the use of codes & symbols just end up as cryptic codes for

developers and end users of the data. I think it's important that the actual
meaning is included within the data

o PM concludes that there is no agreement upon the wording but there is
agreement upon the fact that there will be defined one value which will be most
likely “normal activity” with number value “1” (proposal). Acceptance of this
proposal will be done in 2 weeks time.

Decisions

 Company status is kept as a property. There needs to be defined one value and
attached a word and a number to it. The proposition is to us “normal activity” as the
word and “1” as the number. Acceptance of this proposal will be done in 2 weeks time.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Include in the specification document hat xEBR is a
coming norm

PA 24/01
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Confirm if the xEBR document is open for use and
where in the specification document it has to be added
that this needs to be followed up

TV 02/02

6. Core Business – Company Activity

Discussion

 PM explains the issue and makes a proposition (the proposition is also in the agenda):
o PM proposes to keep the property “Activity” as a free text field but recommends

the use of a controlled vocabulary (NACE)
 PA asks if we should also name other vocabularies, for example SIC
 CT also suggests the naming of ISAC
 PM remarks that we can choose to name several frameworks or to recommend one
 PA suggests to imply that NACE should be used unless there is a good reason not to
 PM asks if everyone agrees on that

Decisions

 Controlled vocabularies must be used for the property “Activity”. NACE is recommended
and should be used unless there is a good reason not to.

7. Core Business – Expectations for the next 2 weeks, the review process etc.

Discussion

 PA: The newest version of the specification is on the wiki.

 PA: Within 2-3 weeks the specification will be published on joinup for public
review, sent to the mailing list and there will be a press release.

 PA will publish a new version whereon the future work can be based on.

 SG says that everybody has to sign the Collaborative Licence Agreement. Quite a
lot of people that contributed on the document still have not done this. In the
participants list you can see who has signed and didn’t.

Decisions

 There will not be a call next week about Core Business.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Publish a new version of the specification document PA 20/01

Sign the Collaborative Licence Agreement Everyone 02/02

Documentation

 Core Location Vocabulary –specification document
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 Participants list

 Collaborative Licence Agreement

Core Location

1. Core Location – Roll call and adoption of minutes

Discussion

 ML welcomes everyone and asks for adoption of the minutes. No comments are
issued.

Decisions

 Minutes of the previous meeting are adopted.

Documentation

 Meeting minutes

2. Core Location – overview of draft spec (see also combined conceptual model)

Discussion

 The meaning of the class Event is discussed in the Working Group.

3. Core Location – Issue 195: Explicit support for GML

Discussion

PA explains issue 195: The proposed Geometry class has properties for WKT, Lat/Long and
other coordinate reference systems. Does the latter cover GML or should it be supported
explicitly?

Decisions

 Issue 195 can be further discussed offline

4. Core Location – Issue 196: Discrete “locator” property for address
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Discussion

 PA explains Issue 196: an e-mail from Bart Van Leeuwen shows that his model
makes a thoroughfare a resource with a separate field for a locator. This seems to fit
with the INSPIRE model. Should we add a locator property to address?

 PA comments that there can be a distinction between street and the building in
the street. Is there a need for an extra level of granularity that can be used for
locator?

o ML replies that a lot of things can be added to street name but it is easier
to put it all in one property

o PA says that if you have an extra locator, you don’t necessarily need to
use it.

o ML says that if you have multiple fields to store the same information in,
there will be duplication and a lack of uncertainty what information to put
in which field. This problem can be covered by putting some rules on it
but this will make it too complicated.

Decisions

 The proposition is overruled

Documentation

 E-mail Bart Van Leeuwen

5. Core Location – Any other issues

Discussion

 AP suggests changing “label” to “geographical name” and “id” to “geographical
identifier”. These names are more descriptive and meaningful.

 PS asks if “labelstream” of address must be made mandatory.

o PA comments that a core vocabulary is as generic as possible. Label is a
useful thing but not always used.

o ML says to keep it optional

o PS agrees

 AP suggests including recursive relationships between locations. He is not sure
whether it should be included in the core, as we do not have use cases for it. It
is part of the W3C Geonames rec.

 PS has a question about the link between business and location. A business can
have multiple locations, for example a location of its headquarters and a location
where the operations are taking place. Should we include this?

o PA says that we have to restrict ourselves and that this is subject of the
Organisation Ontology. The same should happen for person.

 ML has a comment on “event”

o PA says that it is correct that this looks more stable in the document then
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it actually is.

o This issue is parked because modelling temporal aspects it is a complex
issue with crosscutting concerns.

8. Core Location – Expectations for the next 2 weeks, the review process etc.

Discussion

 PA: The newest version of the specification is on the wiki.

 PA: Within 2-3 weeks the specification will be published on joinup for public
review, sent to the mailing list and there will be a press release.

 PA will publish a new version whereon the future work can be based on. This will
be published at least at 23/01 (including the extra work around “location” and
“gml”). The working group can give comments until 13/02.

 PA says that the RDF schema does not have to be ready for the public review.

o SG says that there is no strict timing for the core vocabularies and it is
best to have everything (including the RDF schema) ready before we go
to public review. In that way we can get the most valuable feedback.

o SG asks PA if it possible to be ready in 3 weeks from now.

o PA cannot confirm that.

 SG says there is a one month period for the public review.

 SG says that everybody has to sign the Collaborative Licence Agreement. Quite a
lot of people that contributed on the document still have not done this. In the
participants list you can see who has signed and didn’t.

Decisions

 There will not be a call next week about Core Location.

Action Items Responsible Deadline

Publish a new version of the specification document PA 23/01

Sign the Collaborative Licence Agreement Everyone 02/02

Documentation

 Core Location Vocabulary –specification document

 Participants list

 Collaborative Licence Agreement


